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Week 1 Lesson 3
Creating the perfect lead magnet for ads



Fully Booked With Facebook Ads

What we’ll cover in this lesson:

• Building blocks of a highly profitable ad campaign

• Types of lead magnets and what works the best on FB



I know you are itching to get started on your ad creation.

Not so fast.

Did you know it takes me at least 2-3 weeks from the first 
consult (what we covered on the first training) with a private 
to finally deploy the ads?

We need a few things to prepare in advance. And we’ll spend 
talking about these building blocks first.



#1 Lead magnet

#2 Landing page + TY page + custom conversion (pixel 
for tracking)

#3 Targeting
#4 Ad copy
#5 Images



In this week we’ll focus on creating the perfect lead 
magnet for Facebook and creating a high converting 
landing page.

Week 2 is all about targeting, ad copy and images.



#1 Opt-in offers that are short and sweet, work really 
well on Facebook

Freebies that can be consumed quickly because they 
are a smaller ask so people have usually no issues 
giving their name and email address away.

They need to be short because you want people to 
actually download them and read them (or at least go 
through it). You don’t want people to save it never to 
return to it. You want to train people into engaging with 
your content.



#2 Opt-in offers that are super specific, work really 
well on Facebook

Freebies that solve one problem. 
Don’t: How to create a successful business
Do: How to land 5 clients this month

Don’t: 99 Things to do to be happy
Do: 3 Simple Things you should today to elevate your 
happiness 



#3 Opt-in offers that lead into your core offer, work 
for you

You take people through point A to point Z on your core 
offer. Splinter off a piece from the main offer and solve 
that problem.

Create your lead magnet around that. Reverse engineer 
your process.



Here are some popular formats for lead magnets:

• Cheat sheets
• Checklist
• Step by step guide
• List of tools
• List of resources
• A short case study
• Swipe files/Templates



Other magnets that work but cost more because of 
higher time commitment

Webinar registrations
Daily challenge
Video series
Webinar replay
VSL 



If you are a coach, expert or a service-based 
entrepreneur, I want you to create a 

Cheat sheet, or a
Checklist

If you want to create something else, we can discuss 
this in the group and/or the Q/A call.



The biggest mistake that will kill your ad campaign is 
running paid traffic to a lead magnet/opt-in offer nobody 
wants.

How can you make sure that you create something that 
is sure to work well? Let’s do a quick recap:



1. It needs to be specific and concise. Do not give away too 
much (and this is why ebooks don’t work that well).

2. It needs to be on a topic that is a big, known, pain point 
(or a desire) for your target market. You don’t want to 
educate them. You want to go after an ‘aware’ market.

3. It should naturally lead into your core offer (coaching 
package, signature programs, etc)



• What do your clients come to you for?
• What are some of the questions you get asked all the 

time?
• What blog posts of yours (or of other people) have 

become really popular?
• What are some of the questions you see people ask all 

the time in Facebook groups?
• What are some lead magnets your competitors are giving 

away?
• As an expert, what in your opinion will work really well?
• Finally, will this offer naturally lead into your core offer.



Keeping all of these questions in mind, you are going to 
create a lead magnet.

If you already have something on your website that 
works very well and fits the format (cheat sheet, 
checklist or a PDF), then you can use that also.



The topic … my three winning topics are

1. The steps format (Gain)

How to  …..  In 5 easy/quick/simple steps



2.    The mistakes format (Pain)

Are you making these 5 biggest/most common/little 
known/dangerous mistakes to keep you ….



3.    The one thing (Actionable)

One thing you can do right now to ….



And how to actually format the lead magnet?

That’s easy. You first create the content in a word 
document.

Then you can save it as PDF. Done. Some people use 
Canva. Or you can ask your VA or a designer to make it 
look pretty.



Here’s how you can structure yours although there is no 
right or wrong way to do this.

1. Title
2. A short welcome
3. Content
4. Segue into your CTA
5. Your bio plus a photo
6. Testimonials 



In the next lesson, after I teach you landing pages, I am going to 
show you a bunch of lead magnet examples of my private clients.

For the actual PDF, I am sure you have seen hundreds already. I 
am guessing you have tons saved on your computer as well. If 
you don’t have a single one, I recommend signing up to a few lists 
and downloading a few.



Home work for lesson 3

Brainstorm and post 2-3 ideas for your lead magnet in 
the group and ask for feedback. Also give feedback to 
others on their ideas. 

Create your high converting lead magnet. 


